We prove the existence of solutions for an elliptic partial differential equation having more general flux term than either p-Laplacian or flux term of the Leray-Lions type conditions: − n j 1 ∂/∂x j α |u xj | /u xj f. Brouwer's fixed point theorem is one of the fundamental tools of the proof.
Introduction
We are concerned with problems of partial differential equations such as a nonlinear elliptic equation
which contains the flux term J. The flux term J is a vector field that explains a movement of some physical contents u such as temperature, chemical potential, electrostatic potential, or fluid flows. Physical observations tell us in general that J depends on u and approximately on its gradient at each point x, that is, J J x, ∇, u x . For linear cases, one can simply represent J as J c∇u on isotropic medium or J A∇u with a square matrix A on an isotropic medium . But for nonlinear cases, the situation can be much more complicated. One of the common assumptions is that J |∇u| p−2 ∇u is to produce the p-Laplacian Δ p u : ∇ · |∇u| p−2 ∇u.
2 Fixed Point Theory and Applications
Slightly more general conditions, for example, the Leray-Lions type conditions, might be placed on J, but it is too good to be true that the flux term has those kinds of growth conditions in reality. We prove the existence of solutions for the elliptic partial differential equation
Galerkin's approximation method and Brouwer's fixed point theorem are employed for the proof.
We introduce a new function space which is designed to handle solutions of nonlinear equations 1.3 . This space is arisen from a close look at the Even though the positive-real-variable function α x : x p has very beautiful and convenient algebraic and geometric properties, it also has some practical limitations to handle general nonlinear problems. The new space is devised to overcome these limitations without hurting the beauty of L p -norm too much. Unfortunately the new space is only equipped with an inhomogeneous norm, and so it lacks the homogeneity property: kf |k| f . However, for nonlinear problems such as 1.3 , the homogeneity property may not be an essential factorwe try to explain that the new space accommodates the solutions of nonlinear problems without homogeneity.
Although this space is similar to the Orlicz spaces, we present a different approach of discovering the new spaces which generalize the space L p .
The Space L α X
We introduce some terminologies to define the Lebesgue-type function spaces L α X . In the following, X, M, μ always represents a given measurable space. Some basic identities for a pre-Hölder's pair α, β with respect to λ are in order: for α : λ • α, and β : λ • β,
Hölder's Functions
Remark 2.1. The conjugate identity 2.1 implicitly requires to have the following conditions:
Let α be a given pre-Hölder's function. For every link-function λ satisfying
there exists a conjugate function β of α associated with λ.
In the following discussion, a function Φ represents the two-variable function on R × R defined by
provided that a pre-Hölder's pair α, β exists. 
holds for all x, y ∈ R × R .
The following proposition and the proof may illustrate that the comparable condition 2.12 is not farfetched. 
2.13
Then α is, in fact, a Hölder's function (so is β).
Proof. Indeed, the equation of the tangent plane of the graph of Φ at a, b reads
2.14
Then, for α −1 a : a and β −1 b : b, T x, y can be rewritten as
From the slop conditions 2.13 together with the observation that
we have
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Since the restriction z T x, a of the tangent plane z T x, y is the tangent line to the graph Φ x, a aα −1 x located inside x-z plane and α −1 is concave up on R , we observe Φ x, a ≤ T x, a , which holds for all a. Therefore, we conclude that
where we set θ 1 : 1/p 1 and θ 2 : 1/p 2 .
Remark 2.4. We want to address the point that the convexity of pre-Hölder's functions is not essential in the definition of Hölder's functions, which is different from the definition of the Orlicz spaces.
The notations α : λ • α, β : λ • β are used throughout the paper.
Basic Properties of the Space L α X
We now define the Lebesgue-Orlicz type function spaces L α X :
where we set
2.20
Hölder-type inequality and Minkowski's inequality on the new space L α X are presented as follows.
Remark 2.5. Let α be a Hölder's function, and let β be the corresponding Hölder's conjugate function. Then, for any f ∈ L α X and any g ∈ L β X , we have
and, for any
The space L α X is a topological vector space with inhomogeneous norm · L α . Furthermore, for k ≥ 0,
Fixed Point Theory and Applications where k is the ceiling of k, the smallest integer that is not less than k see the appendix for the proof . Also, the metric space L α X is complete with respect to the metric
Remark 2.6. The metric space L α X and the classical Orlicz space L A X differ by the convexity assumption as pointed in Remark 2.4 and by the choice of the conjugate function. In fact, for Orlicz space L A X , the complementary N-function A of A is designed to satisfy the relation
which implies, in turn,
for some constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 see, e.g., page 265 in 1 . Hence, the conjugate relation 2.1 is devised so that the space L α X contains Orlicz spaces with the Δ 2 -condition. Whereas the Luxemburg norm for the Orlicz space L A X requires the convexity of the N-function A for the triangle inequality of the norm, the inhomogeneous norm for the space L α X does not ask the convexity of Hölder's function, and it has indeed inherited the beautiful and convenient properties from the classical Lebesgue's norm 1.4 .
Here we present some remarks on the dual space of L α X . To each g ∈ L β X is associated a bounded linear functional F g on L α X by
2.27 and the operator inhomogeneous norm of F g is at most g L β :
This implies that the mapping g → F g is isometric from L β X into the space of continuous linear functionals L α X . Furthermore, it can be shown that the linear transformation F : 
together with the norm
where ∂ x j : ∂/∂x j . Then it can be shown that the function space W 
2.33
Owing to the identity 2. Reflecting this to the identity 2.34 , we have
Therefore, we have
2.37
Inserting this into the right side of 2.33 , we obtain
2.38
for some positive constant C. The comparable condition 2.12 has been used in the second inequality. Taking integration on both sides over R n−1 , we obtain
2.39
This inequality says that the trace on C ∞ c R n can be uniquely extended to the space W 1 α R n as a metric space. For the case Ω being a bounded open subset Ω can be more general, e.g., it permits unbounded domains satisfying the uniform C m -regularity condition page 84 in 1 , the partitions of unity can be employed to turn the case locally into that of R n with appropriate Jacobians. Gluing a finite number of estimates 2.39 , we get the following proposition for details, see page 164 in 1 or page 56 in 2 . We present Poincaré's inequality whose proof can be found in the appendix. 
2.40
Then there is a constant C > 0 such that, for any f ∈ W 1 α Ω with f x 0 (in the sense of the trace map) for x ∈ ∂Ω and x · v / 0,
2.41
Nonlinear Elliptic Equations of General Flux Terms
In this section Ω is a fixed bounded open set in R n with smooth boundary. We are concerned with an elliptic partial differential equation:
where the flux vector field is given by
We look for solutions of the elliptic equation 3.1 on an appropriate space. In fact, the function space that can permit solutions of 3.1 turns out to be the space W 
We start to set up the functional equation associated with 3.
3.4
Then, by Gauss-Green theorem, the left-hand side becomes
We will consider the operator A defined by
for u, v ∈ V : W 1 α,0 Ω . We investigate some properties of the operator A : V → V which will be used for the proof of the existence theorem.
Lemma 3.2. One has an estimate: for
u ∈ V , Au φ ≤ β −1 • α u W 1 α · φ W 1 α .
3.7
In particular, the operator A : V → V is bounded; that is, for any bounded set S in V , the image
Proof. By Hölder's inequality and identity 2.2 , we have
3.8
Hölder's inequality with respect to the counting measure reads as for a j , b j > 0
Apply this inequality to 3.8 , and we get
3.10
Since α and β −1 are continuous on R , the operator A is bounded.
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Lemma 3.3. The operator A : V → V is continuous.
α |u| /u for u / 0 and T 0 0. Then the operator T is well defined. Indeed, for u ∈ L α , we have
This says that T u L β β −1 • α u L α , which implies the continuity of T .
for v ∈ L β and φ ∈ V . Then the operator ∂/∂x i * is continuous, since
Therefore, the composition maps
continuous. Since the operator A is just a linear combination of the operators S j , we have the continuity of A.
For a, b > 0, we have
14 from the fact that β −1 • α is monotone increasing. This implies the following.
Lemma 3.4. The operator A is monotone, that is,
Proof. By the above computation, we get 
In the following lemma, we assume that the Hölder pair α, β permits the slope condition 2.32 .
Lemma 3.6. The operator
Proof. By virtue of Poincaré's inequality, we see that
for some positive constant C. Then we have
Hence, as u V → ∞, we observe
3.22
as u V → ∞.
We now present the proof of the main theorem.
Fixed Point Theory and Applications Combine 3.35 with 3.36 , and we finally obtain f A u .
3.37
The proof is now completed.
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